INTRODUCTION
Emulating the human hand via a robot hand to perform a grasping task can be challenging [1] [2] [3] [4] . Providing sufficient knowledge of the object geometry is an important criterion in order to plan motions and compute successful grasps [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Interesting results from Akin et al. 6 can assist researchers to plan their grasping technique. These show that over 50% of the required grasps are cylindrical, and it is possible for a three-fingered hand to achieve over 90% of these grasps using a cylindrical design approach for the hand mechanics.
Similar results which suggest a cylindrical geometry method can also be found in Geng et al. 7 . This lead Akin et al. 6 to the design of a robotic hand, while Geng et al. 7 derived an approach to transfer human grasping postures to the kinematic positioning of a three fingered hand, using also neural network learning techniques to achieve matching. Thus, for a suitable grasping geometry, a tested cylindrical coordinate system as in Akin et al. 6 and
Geng et al. 7 can be very helpful. In contrast, the work in 5, 8, 9 promotes a spherical reference system for the objects which are to be grasped. Similar to Geng et al. 7 this leads to an analysis of robotic two and three fingered hands for suitable robotic hand postures/positioning, which can be incorporated into robotic hand manipulation processes such as grasping or pinching. The analysis of Gioioso et al. 9 advances over that as it also considers the precise analysis of forces in the human-robot hand mapping strategies. This lead for Gioioso et al. 9 to a detailed simulation analysis of an object model map.
When touching an object, a human hand does not require very high accuracy for the finger positioning and orientation. The grasping task needs to guarantee that the fingers sufficiently surround the object, staying in good contact and creating a suitable ergonomicsinspired posture 10 . As a result of such analysis, the authors of this paper suggested for hand positioning for grasp and for grasping an object-based coordinate system (see early ideas in Jalani, Mahyuddin, Herrmann & Melhuish (2013) 11 and Jalani, Herrmann & Melhuish (2011) 12 ); hence, this choice of coordinate system focuses on the object shape. Thus, the control is carried out in relation to the object shape rather than in a global Cartesian coordinate frame. This allows for radial thumb abduction in a pre-grasp positioning exercise of the fingers (all other fingers of our hand follow a cylindrical coordinate system), while finger-object forces are practically controlled using an active compliance control approach, in contrast to a detailed analysis, e.g. 9 .
The hand pre-grasping and actual grasping control may be split into a task where the finger tips move towards the object, while the fingers overall retain a suitable posture to permit good contact in a grasping exercise. A simple way to achieve this desired grasping is by using the operational space approach 13 . The underlying concept of the operational space approach is based on the decomposition of the control signal into task and posture
control. This geometric splitting may have some similarity to the hybrid force/velocity approach in Siciliano et al. 14 (pp.396). However, the operational space control approach lends itself to a control approach where a high accuracy finger joint trajectory can be avoided.
Exploiting the task controller allows the finger tip to reach a target position of the object through spherical coordinates for the thumb and cylindrical coordinates for the other fingers while the ergonomics-inspired, posture controller keeps a nominal finger posture as much as possible and does not need high accuracy. This allows good enclosure of the object by the controlled fingers. This idea together using in particular an integral sliding mode controller as task compliance controller is elaborated on here in this paper in detail.
Thus, this paper will also provide suggestions to one of the functions required by a robot hand when used in fragile object manipulation or human-robot interaction: the ability to grasp any objects without damage. For this, a compliant control strategy is important to provide such grasping technique 15 . Some effort has been devoted to realize compliant passive grasping [16] [17] [18] [19] . Hence, this work was mainly based on passive mechanical compliance which is not easily tunable once practically implemented. In particular for (anthropomorphic) hands and grippers 20, 21 , the introduction of a mixed compliance system in the joints, actuators and also finger tips can be highly beneficial to the grasping process, but certainly a challenge to manipulation.
Different active compliant control strategies have been proposed by [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Hybrid forceposition control is widely used to handle gripping or grasping of objects 27 ; the control approach introduces two states 28, 29 . The first state is controlling the positioning error which is also known as controlling an unconstrained mode while the second state is providing force control in a particular direction. Between these two states, there is a transition mode from positioning control to force control. Early controllers resolved this through a switching mode 29 which may be discontinuously achieved. Switching actions may be uncertain and cause instability 30 . More recent solutions have resolved this in a geometric approach, where the directionality expressed by the kinematics Jacobian defines the directions for position and force control 14, 27, 30 . Directional force control approaches are ideal in industrial applications 29 , but may be generally problematic in scenarios with humanoid robot hands, where the environment is uncertain and multidirectional (although specific exceptions of directional compliance control in robot hands exist 27 ).
In contrast, compliance control has been achieved due to the definition of virtual springdamper systems [23] [24] [25] [26] 31 . For instance, force/torque sensors have been used to close local force/torque loops to overcome joint flexibilities and uncertainties 23, 24, 26, 32 . These schemes introduce the ability of directly tunable spring-damper interaction via a two loop structure: an internal loop controls a torque tracking structure, while an actively controlled spring-damper system is created in an outer loop. This can be improved by observer-based techniques 33, 34 to differentiate external and intrinsic forces and torques (e.g. friction).
Nevertheless, accurate model information of the robotic manipulator is required to tune the spring-damper system in the work of 23, 24, 26, 32 . However, a practical robot model is usually not easily identified and uncertain, rendering also the tuned spring-damper system as uncertain. In this respect, a solution to the compliant control problem in grasping has been presented by 35 using a combination of an adaptive contact force observer, an environment parameter estimator, an adaptive sliding-mode friction compensator, while Zhang et al. 35 foresee a strong improvement of their results by the future inclusion of an advanced tactile sensor system 36, 37 . Considering the comments above, the introduction of robustness to model and environmental uncertainty into compliance control is essential.
In this paper, an integral sliding model control (ISMC) using a model reference idea will be discussed. The reference model will introduce an exact virtual mass-spring-damper system which will determine the compliant control characteristics, i.e. the ISMC approach is not switching between two different states. ISMC (see 38, 39 for tracking) is a control approach which can counteract system uncertainties and is particularly useful for mechanical systems with stiction and friction and small negligible flexibilities as the robot hand.
For such systems, ISMC is an almost model free control approach, i.e. it permits large system uncertainties and does not require accurate model knowledge as needed for feedback linearization/dynamic inversion schemes; sliding mode control can overcome these requirements with a high gain control element. Thus, ISMC is robust to model uncertainties and the reference model idea avoids the switching between different states as in hybrid control. Hence, the ISMC controller permits for motion planning and for compliance control due to the inherent model reference characteristics built into ISMC. For compliance, it is desirable that the robot hand is able to adapt to different compliance levels. Humans can effortlessly grasp and manipulate their hand compliance levels for specific objects. This can be realized through the automatic alteration of the reference model in an initial tuning process, in particular when a (measured) force signal is exerted on an object.
In contrast to former, seemingly more complex work, this work offers a simplified (power) grasping approach which permits collision-free pre-grasping and grasping with well defined forces using the novel synergetic integration of the following active control techniques:
• Control of a robot hand via the operational space approach using spherical and cylindrical coordinates for pre-grasping positioning and grasping control
• Robust finger (i.e. hand) posture optimization via a robust sliding mode posture controller (recently suggested for a torso robot 40 ) which allows for a practical, simple and ergonomically relevant grasping trajectory and which reduces the need for high accuracy.
• Introduction of a novel compliance reference model controller, where the reference model is subject to an external measurement signal and is to be used in the novel context of an Integral Sliding Mode Controller (this avoids scheduling methods, hybrid compliant control approaches and exact robot hand model information).
• Robust compliant control which is non-switching between operating modes, including theoretical guarantees.
• Suggestion of an automatic tuning procedure for the compliance reference model for practical force-object interaction.
Most importantly the results are practically demonstrated. Hence, we also extend significantly over our own recent work on compliant grasping (Jalani et al. (2013) 11 ; Jalani et al.
(2011) 12 ), by providing a comprehensive theoretically and practically founded discussion for the complete, combined framework of our robotic hand grasping technique. In particular, one motor actuator is used for the small and ring finger and two actuators used for the middle, index and thumb finger. Although the middle and index fingers are having two actuators, they follow a planar motion (flexion/extension, see Fig. 1 ).
In contrast, the thumb end effector motion is more complex due to the two applied actuators and their mechanisms: One actuator is used for the push-rod mechanism (i.e.
for palmar abduction), while the other motor introduces rotational motion similar to radial abduction in a human thumb (see Fig. 1 ).
Since all the fingers are constrained due to the use of the push rod and leadscrew mechanism, the actuation of the first link (proximal phalange) of each finger will create a relational movement of the other links (intermediate and distal phalanges). Measurement of the kinematics of each finger showed that the relationship of the joint movement is sufficiently linear, so that the effect of the push rod constraining the fingers can be modelled similar to a pulley belt system and the discussion can be found in 41 (see Figures 2-3 ).
This allows a reasonably accurate computation of the end positions of each finger tip via forward kinematics in the targeted spherical/cylindrical coordinate system using the motor position, i.e. the first directly actuated joint angle values of each finger, and the linear relationship between each joint angle.
In general, the BERUL hand is able to closely mimic real hand movements and approximate humanlike speeds. For this paper, we focus on the ring, index and thumb finger, as examples of fingers with one and two actuators with planar and non-planar motion.
In order to allow for practical grasping for the BERUL fingers, we exploit the cylindrical and the spherical coordinate system. The cylindrical or the spherical coordinate system can be centered at the object to be grasped (see The overall structure for active compliance controller for the BERUL fingers is depicted in Figure 4 . We employ the operational space approach, which allows the geometric splitting into task and posture control, creating two parts in the control scheme. The first part is the ISMC based compliance controller for the task, controlling the radial coordinate of each finger in the Cylindrical or spherical coordinate system. The task controller introduces a virtual reference model for compliant (power) grasping in the virtual coordinate r r , representing a mass spring-damper system considering a virtual mass m v , spring with coefficient k v and damping with coefficient c v subjected to an external force, f s . This force is sensed through a pressure sensor, creating motion r r relative to the desired reference position r d . Thus, providing a virtual impedance/compliance model for the finger motion under the effect of external forces. The robust integral sliding mode controller enforces that the radial position r of the finger follows r r at any time (to be explained in Sections 3.1.1 and Section 4). The second part of the controller, the posture controller introduces suitable motion of redundant degrees-of-freedom in particular for the thumb or index finger.
A general model of a robot is
where M, V and G provide mass, velocity and gravity terms respectively. The vector D f represents amplitude limited friction and stiction disturbances and uncertainties; in addition, D f can also represent forces which result from interaction of the hand with other objects. i The torque vector τ represents the external actuating torques affecting each joint.
This representation certainly holds for each specific finger for which we develop here the controller, in particular also for the push-rod actuated fingers 39 . It is to point out that in the context of the robot hand, the term V (q,q)q has very little significance. However, the terms G(q) and D f clearly have significant influence, considering that the practical BERUL hand is to be attached and moved with the robot arm. Moreover, friction and stiction has significant effect due to the pushrod mechanism.
3.1. Task Control: Model-reference ISMC for compliance and robustness.
As discussed before, the task coordinate of interest is the radial position r (in the cylindrical/spherical coordinate system), which can be determined by the joint coordinates q.
The relevant Jacobian, J(q), of the task coordinate r is defined as
Considering kinematic redundancy of thumb and ring fingers (i.e. the dimension of the task is strictly less than the dimension of the configuration space), the following pseudo inverse as in 42, 43 is used:
i For control, the forces D f do not need to be known, as sliding mode control can effectively counteract them. For active compliance, some of these forces will be measurable to be augmented into the compliance control scheme.
Thus, using equation (2) allows us to project joint space dynamics (1) into the task space dynamics of the radius r as follows:
estimates of all system parameters are needed, i.e.M is the estimate forM whileV ,Ĝ are the two other respective estimates. Friction and other un-modeled forces areD f =J T D f .
A typical feedback linearization controller 14 pp.330 with PD controller is:
where f * =r d (t) + K i r e + K sṙe and r e is a radial error defined as r e (t) = r(t) − r d (t)
being the reference trajectory and its time derivatives. Multiplying J in equation (5), the task space control is obtained as follows.
where F 1 is to be defined next: Note that the expression (5) contains an estimate of the finger dynamics. These estimates are generically not easily obtained so that the estimation
and also the additional forcesD f need to be compensated for by a robust control term.
Although these errors can be significant, they are in general amplitude bounded. Thus, the task controller, F 0 (6), is now to be augmented by an integral sliding mode controller, F 1 ; this will introduce controller robustness and also a reference model behaviour for active compliance control.
3.1.1. Integral Sliding Mode Controller. Now, by using the ISMC approach 38 , the task control torque is extended by the nonlinear sliding mode term F 1 (6):
where r e (0) andṙ e (0) are initial conditions. The gain G f is a positive scalar and f s is an external force measurement, obtained via specially introduced sensors.
ii Consider that t 0 (·)dξ are integrals over time with integrant ξ. Moreover, it is easily seen that s(t = 0) = 0 iii , which is in particular a result of the included initial valuesṙ e (t = 0) and r e (t = 0).
As it will be discussed in greater detail later and as it was indicated in the first paragraph of Section 3, the aim for the controller is to follow a mass-spring damper reference model, which is obtained for s = 0.
Following the analysis of 38 , the sliding mode term enforces s = 0 for δ → 0+ and large enough Γ 0 > 0. The scalar δ > 0 is introduced to avoid any possible chattering in the control action due to the nonlinear sliding mode term. Since s(t = 0) = 0, it follows for large Γ 0 > 0 and for δ > 0 that s(t) is uniformly bounded by a bound proportional to the small value of δ > 0 for all time t ≥ 0 (see also Appendix for a stability analysis). This in general also reduces high-amplitude control action and chattering 38 . The sliding mode control term F 1 is in particular necessary, when there is model uncertainty (i.e.M =M ,
, unknown uncertaintyD f = 0 and externally sensed forces f s = 0. We can expect that any of these terms is bounded so that a practical choice for Γ 0 is possible.
Considering that from s = 0 followsṡ = 0, sliding motion s = 0 implies that the following second order dynamics govern for s =ṡ = 0 each robot finger:
where K s is a damping coefficient and K i is a stiffness coefficient of the reference model.
Thus, in case sliding motion is satisfied, i.e. s = 0, then lim t→∞ r e (t) = 0 for a vanishing external force f s = 0 only, following the dynamics of a second order system. For f s = 0 and s = 0, the external force signal influences the stable second order dynamics, replicating a mass-spring damper system subject to an external force, i.e. in general r e = 0;
this will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4, using the idea of a virtual model with virtual coordinate r r . In fact, it is the aim that the radial coordinate follows the virtual model coordinate r r , i.e. r = r r for s = 0.
ii In the case of the BERUL hand, we have used Single-Point Tactile Sensors (SPTS) which allow for force sensing at the BERUL finger tips; see Section 5 for further detail.
iii Note that this is implied from s(t = 0) =ṙe(t = 0) + Ksre
It is important to note that in contrast to former work, the introduction of the external signal, f s , into the reference model (9), in particular also for the operational space control context, creates a novel robust ISMC based compliance control approach.
3.1.2. Stability and Robustness. The ISMC has been a well investigated control method due to its robustness [44] [45] [46] . Following the definition of s (8), sliding motion (i.e. s = 0 is reached) for the ISMC occurs right from the start of the control action, i.e. robustness is guaranteed starting from t = 0. Thus, by exploiting this advantage, nonlinear friction and stiction can be eliminated from the BERUL fingers. Moreover, the task motion is unaffected by posture motion. Task motion has priority over posture motion. For this, a rigorous stability analysis for this is carried out in the Appendix using the procedure of 38 .
It is important to note, the ISMC can be considered almost a model free design strategy where accurate information of friction/stiction, mass and coriolis forces are not accurately required. Note that this holds as the actuator torques τ (1) directly affects the rigid body dynamics. This is in particular also permissible as sensors and actuators of the BERUL hand are fast and not subjected to any slow dynamics or delays. Moreover, it has been shown that ISMC is superior in the context of trajectory following for the BERUL hand subjected to friction, in comparison to many other control methods 39,41 .
Posture Control For Grasping .
The posture controllers are meant to regulate the remaining degrees of freedom, which are not controlled by the task controller. The index and the thumb fingers have both two actuators to control their finger tip position in terms of radial position and posture. The idea for the posture is to minimize a cost function, U (q), which guarantees a certain 'optimal'
(nominal) positioning of the redundant degrees of freedom. In case of 13 and 40 , this was an effort minimizing cost function based on the effects of gravity. This has induced human like motion for a robot torso and arm control. In our case, the effects of gravity are too strongly varying with the hand movement so that a more specific hand posture cost independent of gravity is needed here.
We consider the thumb and the index finger which have two actuated degrees of freedom, q 1 and q 2 . The geometric projection matrix
is important for the posture task, as it defines the null space of the task controller (Note that the ring finger discussed here in this paper has only one actuator where all joints are connected through a push rod. For this finger N = 0.). It is easily seen thatJ
The overall control signal for a BERUL finger can be written as:
where K dp > 0, K SL > 0, δ > 0 andN is computed from (10) using the mass estimatê M instead of the exact value M . The variableŝ
introduces a sliding mode variable for the posture control where
The matrix B is a projection matrix similar to N T , which is complemented by
Hence, for instance, it is easily verified that JB = 0 and B +B = I, which subsequently also impliesBB = 0, BB = 0, BB = B andBB =B. In the ideal case, the nonlinear sliding mode term enforcesŝ = 0 for δ SL → 0+. This is achieved irrespective model uncertainties and un-modelled forces (e.g. gravity, friction and stiction), which makes the posture control robust to system uncertainty 40 in contrast to 13 (see also a robustness analysis of the controller in the Appendix using 40 ). Thus, this robust gradient descent approach minimizing U (q) is preferred for our hand control case.
3.3. Posture control with enforced gradient descentŝ = 0.
It was mentioned before that the task control has priority over the posture, i.e. the task control is not influenced by the posture control. In contrast, the posture control is influenced by task motion. Thus, althoughŝ = 0 can be achieved within finite time (see Appendix for analysis), the minimizing effect of the posture controller is best seen for the case B = I (see also 40 ) . This is only possible if all degrees of freedom q 1 and q 2 are part of the posture control scheme (which is in general not the case).
The general case, implies fromŝ = 0:
Thus, considering that
This shows that the sliding mode element in the posture controller introduces gradi-
to minimize U (q). In particular, for B = I,U (q) =
. In general, B = I andB = 0 which implies that the cost function is still decreasing but a trade off has to be made due to the task control, which has priority over the posture controller. This is observed in (17) , where the last term is generally non-zero forB = 0. Hence, a cost optimization of U is limited/influenced by the task of the finger end position.
To note again, the control (11) For compliance, we reconsider the sliding variable s (8) and its derivative:
When sliding motion is achieved, then s = 0 and in particularṡ = 0. Forṡ = 0, the error dynamics are defined by the (damping) constant K s , the (spring) constant K i and the external force measurement signal f s introduced via the input distribution gain G f , i.e. (9).
This defines a reference model (9) allowing for active compliance control via the external force signal f s .
This contrasts to the recent use of ISMC, e.g. 38, 39 , where the sliding mode dynamics generally define a nominal closed loop behavior without external signals. This is an important tool as the controller guarantees a well defined level of compliance despite the high degree of uncertainty and friction in the robot hands.
In practice, it is not always possible to obtain s = 0 (8) at all times. Thus, it is sensible to introduce a virtual model similar to (9) , as (9) only holds for s = 0. A virtual demand model with the coordinate r r for this is
using the initial conditions r r (t = 0) = r(t = 0) andṙ r (t = 0) =ṙ(t = 0). This implies
for R e = r r − r d thatR
which is identical to the reference model of (9) (note again that (9) is only valid once s = 0).
Thus, this implies from (8) and after subtraction of the integrated equation of (19) the following
Hence, for s = 0,r = r r − r = 0 and in particularr(t) = 0 for all t > 0 when r r (t = 0) = r(t = 0),ṙ r (t = 0) =ṙ(t = 0). Thus, the joint coordinates r have to follow the virtual demand r r in the ideal case of s = 0, given an original demand r d . Hence, the relationship of (20) is an important alternative expression for s (8) focussing on the reference model of (19) which is equivalent to (9) for s = 0. Thus, it is used here only for analysis, while the expression (8) is to be used in the implementation.
A Virtual Mass-Spring Damper Reference and Computation of Compliance Level for an Object.
It is noted that for s = 0 follows from (9) that r r = r and
where K s = 2ζω n and K i = ω n 2 . The scalars ζ and ω n are damping ratio and natural frequency respectively. Thus, different K s , K i and G f to be used in order to obtain compliance levels.
The reference model cannot be arbitrarily determined and it needs to be bespoke, suitably adjusted to the context of the object handled by the robot fingers, in particular when considering the steady state force equilibrium. For this, let us consider the following massspring damper system:
where m v is a virtual mass of the spring, c v is a virtual damping constant and k v is a virtual spring constant. By equating equation (22) with equation (9) the following relations are obtained.
where G f = It is now the aim to find G f in a semi-automated process. This is to be carried out once, before any new compliant interaction task, which is to ensure safe interaction after this initial tuning process. The software-implemented process is given as follows (See also Figure 5 ).
(1) G f is set to a significantly large initial value which will make the reference model highly sensitive to any external signal f s . A task controller is initiated for a constant demand r d . For the finger to reach r d , it would have to penetrate the touched object, which is assumed to be stationary.
(2) The finger is controlled via r d so that it touches the object, as the demanded radius r d is set smaller than the actual radius of the object. Any significant high pressure during the touching process is to be avoided by the compliance controller and an adjusted value r r (19) . The initial large G f > 0 makes the reference model highly sensitive to a touching interaction of the object with the finger. Once the finger has contacted the object, a sensor signal f s is measured. Since a constant target value for r d is set, the sensor signal f s is steadily increasing.
(3) A level F L1 is used to initiate the tuning process for G f . Hence, once the sensor signal f s is larger than F L1 for a well-defined period of time (4-5 sampling instances), the value of G f is very slowly decreased in an automated fashion. This will make the reference model less sensitive to f s , increase the magnitude of f s and force r r to be closer to r d (19 The analysis of different compliance characteristics for the ring finger are discussed in this section. It is noted that from (23) follows K s = 2ζω n and K i = ω 2 n . Thus, different K s and K i are selected in order to observe compliance levels, while G f = 2.28 remains fixed.
The compliance model reference behavior is experimentally tested by exerting a calibrated force of the same amplitude to be sensed by the ISMC algorithm as shown in Fig.   8(a), Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(e) . This is easily achieved by capping the externally sensed short is the original demand, r r is the demand calculated from the virtual reference model (19) for the actual radial position r is for the thumb finger. Thus, we use a spherical coordinate system in the case of the thumb as this will ultimately work for radial thumb abduction (in contrast to ring and index finger using cylindrical coordinates). The results clearly show that our design for a reference model is effective in creating active compliance. This can be seen in Fig. 8(d) where by increasing K s (i.e. increasing the damping coefficient to ζ = 5.59) the compliance controller becomes sluggish. On the other hand by increasing K i (i.e. increasing the spring coefficient), the compliance becomes more stiff and fast, as seen in Fig. 8(f) .
Posture Controller Parameters and Results -Case 2.
1 2 4 3 6 5 FIGURE 9. Approach and grasp scenario; cylindrical coordinate space for index and ring fingers; spherical coordinate space for thumb finger (pre-grasping in subfigure 1-5; grasping in subfigure 6) For the experimental case 2, the robot hand is kept in upward position, while a tube holder is used to hold a ball with a diameter of about 6 cm slightly to the left of the centre point of the spherical coordinate system used for the thumb (see Figure 9 , subfigure 1).
The gains used for the posture controller in particular for the index finger are K dp = 2, 10 ) will guarantee that the finger encloses the object; this is visible in the motion capture of Figure 9 , subfigures 2-5. (Note that the ring finger does not require any posture control.) On the other hand, the gains for the thumb finger are K dp = 2, K SL = 160, position (see Figure 9 , subfigures 1-5) to a position where the thumb is in front of the object ( Figure 9, subfigure 6 ). This permits, for instance, correct positioning of the thumb before grasping, to assure a safe enclosure of an object to be grasped. Hence, although the task controller has priority to achieve the correct radial finger tip position, the posture controller guarantees that the redundant degrees of freedom of the hand permit practical, ergonomics-based grasping positions 10 , which is not achievable via task control only.
Tracking Results -Case 3.
In this case, the task controller is assessed without considering any hand-object interaction to allow accurate task control tracking assessment. Thus, the hand is again kept upright, while no object is brought into the vicinity of the hand. This will imply f s = 0 and r r = r d in this case. Considering the results from Case 2, the reference model parameters (9) have been chosen as follows: K s = 8 and K i = 18 which implies ω n = 4
and ζ = 0.9. Hence, the choice of ω n = 4 and ζ = 0.9 will guarantee an approximate settling time of 1 second for a slightly underdamped reference model. The results show that, while maintaining a desired posture motion (e.g. Figure 9 ), the tracking of r can be achieved (see Figure 10) . Moreover, the results also show that the fingers satisfactorily follow a desired trajectory (i.e. r follows r d ) during the hand opening and the hand closing period. More specifically, the task controller performance is very good despite the posture controller forces the index finger to retain an "open" finger position as much as possible.
This is clearly a result of the operational space approach, i.e. the prioritization of the task controller over the posture control.
Compliance level results for an object -Case 4.
The automated compliance level search procedure of Section 4.2 is investigated for grasping of a hard rubber ball with a diameter of about 8 cm (see Figure 7(a) ). The ball The results reveal that a suitable reference model for both F L2 can be satisfactorily achieved for both levels as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 within the first 10 seconds.
It shows that different levels of compliance are feasible for the same object. Moreover, the suggested technique to capture an appropriate G f is reliable since it can be repeated.
Moreover, in Figure 11 and Figure 12 , the compliance control action for fixed G f = const., G f > 0, is assessed. This can be seen after a period of 60 seconds. Note that during the period from 40 seconds to 60 seconds the fingers are open (i.e. not grasping).
It is also visible, in particular for the ring finger (Figures 11 and 12 ) that the pressures exerted on the object must be higher for The automated compliance level search procedure of Section 4.2 is again used to find the compliance model investigated for a hard spongy ball (diameter ∼ 6 cm) and a sof t 
0.04 Index 9.851 0.04 Ring 9.118 0.04 balloon (diameter ∼ 7 cm). The results show that the automatic adjustment approach is feasible to classify compliance models for a hard spongy ball as shown in Table III in contrast to a sof t balloon as shown in Table IV . The experimental process is identical to Case 4, i.e. the tube holder is used to position the touched object, while it is later removed to test if the object is securely grasped.
We have chosen F L2 = 0.02V , a force level which enables grasping of both objects.
Quite clearly, a soft balloon requires a smaller G f for the reference model, as it is easier compressed. Hence, the fixed force level of F L2 = 0.02V (see Table III and IV) implies a smaller G f , i.e. a 'stiffer' reference model. It is important to note that the results of this paper provide a robust, applicable approach which allows practical (power) grasping and well-measured, object-specific robust compliance. This is enabled by a synergy of techniques: operational space approach, robust integral sliding mode control (ISMC) in task motion for introduction of compliant control reference models and optimal posture motion to guarantee posture. As posture motion is secondary to task motion, any possible issues concerning work space are resolved indirectly: the posture control will attempt to optimize the desirable, ergonomically justified cost, while adhering to any limitations given by the hand kinematics. At the same time, compliant grasping is achieved by the ISMC-based active compliant control. The compliant controller is following a well defined reference model, while it is fully independent from significant model parameter uncertainty of the BERUL robot hand. This for instance contrasts the work of of Gioioso et al. 9 , where forces are dependent on finger and object coordinate and motion relative to each other, resulting from a detailed theoretical analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for active compliance control via Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC). The ISMC allows us to introduce a model reference approach where a virtual mass-spring-damper system can be used to design a compliant control. The finger motion is controlled by a posture controller and a task controller as parts of an operational space controller. Both controllers use sliding mode methods to ensure robustness. Results show that the task controller can achieve indeed good tracking performance despite high levels of stiction and friction. The idea of using cylindrical and spherical coordinates and the posture controller of the index and thumb finger guarantees that both fingers move around the touched object without collision. This will allow for approach for (power) grasping and practical (power) grasping via the chosen geometry.
The tactile pressure sensors are mounted on the BERUL fingers to permit only a desired force level to affect any object. The effectiveness of the compliant control when grasping similar object has been successfully demonstrated at different desired force levels via an automated tuning procedure. The method is also suitable for achieving compliance levels for different objects. The automated tuning process has shown that reference models for particular force levels and different objects can be easily achieved. It shows that higher desired forces require a 'stiffer' reference model. For a given constant interaction force, soft objects imply also a 'stiffer' reference model as these objects are easily compressed. • This is known from operational space control 13, 42, 43 .
Proof: This fact is easily obtained from the following line of argumentation:
The combined controller of task and posture controller is given by (11) , while the task motion trajectory r is described by the dynamics of (4) . Note that the dynamics of (4) are the result of a nonlinear transformation. In particular, the virtual input force/torque F is defined by F =J T τ , whereJ is defined in (3). Note thatJ T N T = 0. Moreover,N = N forM = M . Thus, using the definition F =J T τ , it follows from equation (11)
Thus, task motion is not influenced by the posture controller. The next step is to show robust stability of the task control, in particular that the sliding mode variable s Proof: At first, consider the sliding variable s (8) and its derivativeṡ: (5) and (7) implies for the task control dynamics of (4) 
and the assumption of s(t = 0) = 0, it is evident that the sliding variable s remains within a compact set for which the radius is proportional to δ. For δ = 0, it follows that s(t) = 0 for all time t > 0.
The requirement of (26) provides excellent evidence why the integral sliding mode technique is almost model free; for instance, it is easily possible to assume for instance that the estimate for the Coriolis/centrifugal effects has been insufficiently modeled, i.e.
V (·, ·) = 0. This would create a higher demand on Γ 0 in (26).
It is to note, once s(t) = 0 is achieved, the task controller follows the ideal reference model of (9), representing an arbitrarily tunable mass-spring damper system subject to an external force f s . Thus, Section 4 provides a practical discussion of this reference model, which is in particular suited to evaluate how well the reference model is practically followed in the actual implementation.
A.2. Posture Motion.
It has been emphasized that task motion takes priority over posture motion. Despite that, the posture controller is robust to model uncertainty, i.e.ŝ = 0 is achieved in case, δ SL → 0+, which is summarized below using 40 :
Lemma 2. If the matrix M −1M +M M −1 is strictly positive definite at all times, the variable,ŝ, is ultimately bounded, i.e. it will remain in a compact set, also containinĝ s = 0, after finite time. For δ SL = 0,ŝ = 0 is achieved within finite time.
•
The constraint for positive definiteness of M −1M +M M −1 is in principle an assumption that the mass estimate,M , is fairly good, which can be assumed to be correct, considering the simplicity of the robot finger dynamics. In the ideal case, M −1M +M M −1 = 2I. The proof of the lemma is based on 40 : 2ŝ
Tŝ , which implies from (1)
From BB = B and (12) Now, it is possible to exploit the relationships N TM B =M B, Bŝ =ŝ and N T B = N T , so thatVŝ
Note that BJ T and using the (positive) smallest eigenvalue λ min (·) of (M −1M +M −1M ):
where the matrix BM −1 N T B is symmetric and positive semi-definite. Hence, for (29)
it is seen thatŝ is entering a set of ultimate boundedness, where the radius is proportional to δ SL . Hence, for δ SL = 0, it is possible to achieveŝ = 0 within finite time.
